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When we deal with vibrations of continuous media, with problems of heat flow etc., we usually describe the state of the system in terms of a single function which depends on position as well as on the time. As an example, we may mention the lateral displacement of a vibrating string, or the temperature function in case of problems of heat flow.
In many problems of vibration and heat conduction, of which examples will be given below, the description of the state by a single function leads to boundary value problems of great difficulty. It is possible though, in some cases, to divide the continuous medium into several regions, and with each region we can associate a function describing its state. These functions can be grouped together in the form of a column matrix or vector, which will then represent the state of the whole system. The mathematical problem we encounter then, is a matrix boundary value problem, which is, in general, much simpler than the one we would have to deal with in the usual formulation.
In the present note, we shall discuss two examples of matrix boundary value problems. The first one describing the flow of heat in a cross, illustrates the case where the interactions between the different regions appear through boundary conditions. The second one, dealing with the vibration of systems of plates with intermediate elastic media, illustrates the case where the interactions take place through the equations of motion. We shall obtain the eigenvalues and eigenmatrix functions corresponding to this type of problems, and with the help of them, give a formal solution for any initial conditions. For the discussion of the self-adjoint properties of this type of boundary value problem, and the rigorous derivation of the series expansion theorems, we refer to other publications.2,3,4
1. Flow of heat in a cross. We shall consider the problem of flow of heat in a cross ( Fig. la) whose four arms are of the same length I, and of square cross section of area a2, where a <£ I. The material of the cross will have a density p, conductivity k and specific heat c. The lateral sides of the cross will be coated in such a way that the outer conductivity0 can be taken as zero, i.e. there is no radiation.
If we tried to deal with this problem as a three-dimensional heat conduction problem in a region bounded by the surface of the cross, we would have a difficult boundary value problem which would not admit a simple solution. Taking into account though, that the smallness of the cross section permits us to assume that the temperature at all points in it is the same, we can describe the state of temperature in the cross in the following fashion: with each bar of the cross we associate its temperature function 6i(x, t), where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 indicates the bar in question, x represents the position of the point on the bar with 0 < x < I as indicated in Fig. la ., and t is the time. The temperature state of the whole cross is then described by the column matrix:
The equation for the temperature in each bar will be the well known equation for heat flow in rods,5 and so the matrix representing the temperature in the cross satisfies the equation:
The boundary conditions on the temperature at the free end points x = 0, can have any of the usual forms;5 for simplicity we will assume that the end points will be maintained at the constant temperature zero. We then have:
We now consider the boundary conditions at the end points x = 1. The intersection of the arms of the cross at x = I gives rise to a cube of linear dimensions a illustrated in Fig. lb . The smallness of the linear dimensions of the cube, allows us to assume that the temperature at all points of the cube can be taken as the same. The temperature at the end points of all the four arms will then be equal, and we have:
6,(1, t) = 6,(1, t) = 6,(1, t) = 04(I, t),
which gives rise to three linearly independent boundary conditions. Finally, to obtain our last boundary condition we need to consider the total flow of heat into the cube. The flow of heat per unit time through the end sections of each bar
into the cube, is given by -na2(ddi/dx)x.i . The net inflow of heat into the cube must be equal to the increment per unit time of the quantity of heat in the cube which is pca''(ddl/dl)x^i . This quantity depends on a3 and due to the smallness of the linear dimensions of the cube, it can be taken as of higher order than the net inflow of heat. The net flow of heat into the cube may then be assumed as ~ 0 and, as there is no radiation through the lateral sides, this leads to the boundary condition:
The problem of flow of heat in a cross has now a complete mathematical description in terms of the equation (2) and the boundary conditions (3), (4), (5) . Due to the sym- metry of this particular problem, a simple linear transformation of the matrix 8(x, i) can be found, which reduces (2)-(5) to four independent scalar problems. We shall discuss it though, as a matrix problem to illustrate the general procedure.
If we now introduce, as usual, a solution of the form B(x, t) = 0(a;) exp (-Xi) where X is an arbitrary real positive constant, we are led to a matrix boundary value problem in which 8(a;) satisfies the ordinary linear equation:
as well as the boundary conditions (3), (4), (5).
To determine the eigenvalues and eigenmatrix functions of this problem, we first notice that from (6) and (3), 0(x) must have the form:
where A is a constant column matrix of components At , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We now apply the boundary conditions (4), (5) to the solution (7) and we obtain the homogeneous system of linear equations: The determinant of this system is: 4(Xpc/(c)1/2 sin3 (Xpc/«)l/2Z cos (\pc/n)1/2l, and the characteristic values for which this determinant vanishes are:
We see from the determinant that when n is odd, the eigenvalue is non-degenerate, while when n is even, it is triply degenerate. The corresponding eigenmatrix functions are:
for odd n:
for even n: -1-
We define the scalar product of two matrix functions §(x), \J;(x) as:
where §'(x) is the transposed form of the matrix §(x). It is then seen, that for even n, the eigenmatrix functions b'nal (x), a = 1, 2, 3 were chosen so as to be mutually orthogonal, i.e. (0"', O,'10) = 0 etc. All the eigenmatrix functions are normalized (6", 0") = 1. Finally, the eigenmatrix functions corresponding to different eigenvalues, are orthogonal, as can be seen directly from (10), and also from general considerations of self adjointness given in another publication. 2 We assume now that the initial temperature distribution is given by a matrix function z(x) of class C(1), with sectionally continuous second derivative, which satisfies the where:
We see that in the present formulation, the problem of flow of heat in a cross admits a complete solution.
2. Vibration of two circular plates with an intermediate elastic medium. Let us consider a system of two circular plates of radius R, clamped at the edges, and with an intermediate elastic medium. We shall designate by px the density, Dx the flexural rigidity and al , the thickness of the first plate, and p2 , D2 , a2 will have the same meaning for the second plate. Finally, we denote by k the load per unit area of the plates necessary to produce a unit compression in the elastic medium.
The state of the vibrating system can then be described in terms of the normal displacements of the two plates Mx(r, <p, t) and u2(r, <p, t), in which r, <p stand for polar coordinates in the plane. As the force per unit area that the plates exert on each other, is proportional to the compression ux -u2 of the elastic medium, we have that the equations of motion6,7 for the vibrating system are:
p2a2(d2u2/dt2) + Z)2V4m2 + k(u2 -Ui) = 0.
We introduce, as usual, a solution of this system of differential equations, of the form: j cos m<p) u(r, <p, t) = u(r) < ? exp (iwt) (14) 'sin rrup) in which, for simplicity in notation, we abstain from associating explicitly an index m with the two components column matrix u(r). We are then led to the matrix boundary value problem:
This type of matrix boundary value problem differs from the previous one in so far as the interactions between the components take place through the equations of motion, and not through the boundary conditions.
To find the characteristic frequencies and eigenmatrix functions of (15), we first consider the scalar boundary value problem: where An is an arbitrary constant.
We propose now a solution for (15) of the form un(r) = cvjr) where c is a constant column matrix of components cx , c2 . The boundary conditions (15b) are immediately satisfied because of (16), (17).
As £2vn = \2nvn , we see that the equation of motion (15a) 
To have non-trivial solutions of this system of equations, the determinant of the matrix must vanish, and this determines the two characteristic frequencies u'n2' corresponding to each eigenvalue X" , which take the form The matrix boundary value problem (15) has now been solved, with the characteristic frequencies being to"', co£2' and the corresponding eigenmatrix functions having the form: u^u(r) = ca)vn(r), u"'(r) = cf2)vn(r).
It is easily established, from the general equations (13) 
Jo where a, /3 = 1, 2, and n, I = 1, 2, 3, • • • .
We have obtained an orthonormalized set of eigenmatrix functions corresponding to this vibration problem. With their help, we could represent the state of vibration for the two plates corresponding to any initial conditions. For example, let us assume that we had at t = 0 a given displacement for our two plates, and that the initial velocity was zero. The initial displacement of the two plates could be represented as sum of terms of the form The generalization of the present developments to systems of more than two plates, as well as to other types of boundary conditions, and other forms for the plates, is straightforward.
3. Conclusion. A general type of matrix boundary value problem, which includes both of the preceding cases, would be the one in which there are interactions between the components of the column matrix, both, in the differential equations and in the boundary conditions. If we introduce additional components into the column matrix, so as to reduce the system of differential equations to one of the first order, the matrix boundary value problems introduced in the present note, reduce to a form which has been extensively discussed by Birkhoff and Langer.3 While, in their formulation, the self-ad joint nature of the present problems is obscured, their proofs concerning the existence and properties of eigenvalues and eigenmatrix functions, as well as of expansion
